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At Bucks New University, we have exciting 
and innovative courses that are specifically 
designed to give you a head start for a career 
in the travel, tourism, corporate events and 
the conference and aviation industries.

We are at the cutting edge of practice and 
research, with all our programmes led by 
highly dedicated specialists with advanced 
professional experience and active national 
and international research profiles. The result 
is teaching that prioritises the importance 
of a ‘hands on’ approach, informed by a 
‘real world’ understanding of what it takes 
to be successful in your chosen field. We 
also have long established links with these 
sectors, enabling you to gain valuable work 
experience while you are studying here, and 
giving you the edge when you graduate. 

You’ll find we are a dynamic, supportive and 
friendly University with your interests and 
progress at the top of our agenda, and a 
strong commitment to developing your overall 
employability, expertise, confidence and 
competencies. With courses that reflect the 
very latest trends, we can make certain you get 
the very best of starts to your career. If you’re 
already working in the industry, our courses 
can help you update your knowledge and give 
you the new skills needed to accelerate your 
progress up the career ladder.

IntroductIon
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dId you know?

•  all the University’s courses are designed with 
input from top industry professionals.

•  there’s no student support package quite 
like the University’s award-winning Big Deal*, 
giving eligible undergraduate Bucks students  
a range of great benefits. 

•  the University was nominated for ‘outstanding 
support for students’ in the Times Higher 
Education awards 2009.

•  also in 2009, Bucks was judged one of the 
best universities for courses and lecturers 
by students using the Hotcourses website: 
whatuni.com.

•  From societies and sports to bars, clubs and 
cafes, Bucks students’ Union certainly offers  
a lot – and most of it for free*! run for students, 
by students, the Union also provides friendly 
advice and representation to ensure your views 
are heard. 

•  Bucks students’ Union won the Best Bar none 
award 2009, for the most improved students’ 
Union venue in the UK.

•  Bucks became a Fairtrade University in 2009.

•  the University is only 30 minutes from London 
Heathrow airport and London is less than  
40 minutes away by train. 

•  Bucks has been open for business since 1893.

*visit bucks.ac.uk for full details
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“over the past few years of 
partnership with Bucks in the 
delivery of the air transport with 
commercial Pilot training degree, 
we have seen the demand 
increase beyond expectations. 
the combination of academic and 
professional qualifications offers 
graduates greater employment 
options. we are proud of our 
partnership with Bucks.”  

shari Peyami, 
director, cabair

“I currently teach students how to 
fly at the Moncton Flight college in 
canada. I also work on expansion 
contracts in aviation. I feel that my 
rounded skills and knowledge in a 
variety of aviation business topics 
have been the result of my degree. 
I look forward to furthering my skills 
and working closely with Bucks in 
the future.”

nabeel ahmed, 
graduated 2008, Flight Instructor, 
Moncton Flight college 

“oxford aviation academy (oaa) 
chose to work with Bucks because 
of their unique experience in 
work-related degree programmes. 
this degree gives graduates a 
key advantage in subsequent 
employment and provides the 
aviation industry with high quality 
pilots who effectively combine 
industry and professional 
awareness with their technical 
skills and knowledge.” 

steve green, 
Manager – Pilot Programmes, 
oxford aviation academy

“working with Bucks new 
university, and specifically the 
corporate events and conference 
Management degree team, 
has been a mutually beneficial 
experience for both parties. not 
only have we had a student on 
placement with us, but we have 
also gained a valuable insight 
into the university and now have 
access to a whole range of 
potential new employees.”

katharine gourley, 
human resources Manager, 
crowne Plaza Marlow

our excellent industry links will enhance the way in which you will gain 
knowledge and engage in activities at Bucks new university. By involving 
staff from our industry partners, we can also make sure you develop 
a wide range of relevant skills that are needed in the workplace. we are 
very proud of the support we get from the industry, and we have strong 
partnerships with a variety of prominent companies.

Industry connectIons
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“as one of the largest high profile 
meetings and events providers in 
the country, we are always looking 
for talented and career minded 
individuals to join our team of 
dedicated meetings and events 
professionals. we have a strong 
relationship with Bucks. they 
have been very professional and 
supportive working with us and 
the students to ensure successful 
placements on both sides.”

caroline dyke, 
human resources Manager, 
sofitel london heathrow – an arora hotel

“hwa events works with Bucks 
in conjunction with their student 
employability programme. the 
university arranged a series of 
‘meet and greets’ where we got to 
interview potential candidates; this 
has to have been one of the most 
effective recruitment sessions we 
have ever had. I can honestly say 
the students are professional in 
their attitude, produce high quality 
work and when presented with a 
problem never shy away.”

david Mcclughen, 
operations & logistics Manager, 
hwa events 

“we believe that there are numerous 
benefits for the students and grass 
roots, and that through working 
with the university we can support 
one another with ensuring relevant 
industry information is shared.”   

karen giles, 
group operations Manager, 
grass roots

“Bucks provides an excellent 
insight into the corporate events 
industry by developing partnerships 
with key local businesses. In return, 
the local businesses have the 
opportunity to a better trained and 
qualified workforce.”

Ian seabrook, 
Business development Manager, 
stoke Mandeville stadium/leisure connection
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gettIng Involved

Student exchange programmes

As part of some of our courses, you may have the 
opportunity to study abroad at one of our partner 
universities. It’s a great opportunity to enhance your 
employability by showing your ability to adapt to a 
new cultural environment – and it is lots of fun.

For more details, visit bucks.ac.uk

Placements opportunities

Work placements and full-year internships are an 
important feature of our degree courses, helping 
our students gain a true taste of industry life. The 
course teams and the careers department at Bucks 
have strong links with a number of organisations, 
and also offer assistance to students in finding 
appropriate placements.

Professional training courses and short courses

Catering for a diverse range of interests, our short 
courses can help you achieve your short-term 
goals. The duration of each course and the mode 
of study vary depending on the subject matter, with 
new courses and dates added throughout the year. 

For more details, visit bucks.ac.uk
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This stimulating programme will enable you to 
follow a career in the airline industry, initially as a 
pilot, but with the medium-term objective of being 
eligible for progression in to an airline management 
role. It is delivered in collaboration with our partner, 
Oxford Aviation Academy (OAA) – a leading 
international provider of airline pilot training. 

You’ll have the opportunity to develop specialist 
knowledge of management and operational 
challenges confronting the air transport industry, 
while undertaking pilot training that will lead 
to the CAA/JAA approved Airline Transport 
Pilot’s Licence (frozen) – the level of proficiency 
necessary to operate as a First Officer on 
commercial multi-pilot, multi-engine airliners.

The delivery of the programme will mainly take 
place at the Oxford Aviation Academy Centre, 
based at Oxford Airport. You will also spend 20 
weeks at the Oxford Aviation Academy Centre, 
based at the Phoenix Goodyear Airport in Arizona, 
USA. You will benefit from online resources, 
utilising our Virtual Learning Environment (VLE).

Trainee pilot students can enrol each month 
throughout the year.

Course content 

The programme comprises the following modules:

• Airline Pilot Training Theory 

• Air Transport and Regulation

• Air Transport Management and Operations

• The Global Airline Industry.

Career prospects

By completing this programme, you will have 
demonstrated that you are graduate pilots of the 
highest calibre: professional, well trained, and well 
equipped to confront every challenge and able to 
reach the standards expected of an airline pilot 
today. You will be able to demonstrate strong 
leadership and management potential as well 
as extensive knowledge of the airline business 
and the industry-related skills necessary for a 
successful career in the airline and airport industry. 

Graduates of this programme are eligible for 
progression on to the final year of our BA (Hons) 
Airline and Airport Management degree and, 
subsequently, the MSc Air Transport 
Management degree. 

Further information

In addition to our own academic entry requirements, 
you will be required to pass the aptitude tests and 
interviews of the OAA selection process.

Duration
67 weeks

Mode of study
Part-time

How to apply
Visit oaa.com for details

FDa air transport Management with airline pilot training 

the FlIght Path to a ManageMent career

“the foundation degree gave me a great insight in to 
the everyday running of the aviation industry. when 
a potential employer sees this qualification on your 
cv, it demonstrates your commitment and ability to 
learn. It will also show potential for further development 
within the airline in terms of command and managerial 
responsibilities.”

James loveridge
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FDa international aviation Management and airline pilot training

InternatIonal dePartures

Developed in partnership with Moncton Flight 
College, this course offers you the opportunity to 
gain a recognised academic qualification and obtain 
an integrated frozen Airline Transport Pilot’s Licence 
(fATPL) – with a type rating endorsement in less 
than 20 months of study.

This innovative, multifaceted programme offers a 
combination of routes to more advanced higher 
education academic qualifications, for example 
an honours or master’s degree. It also offers fully 
integrated ab-initio airline pilot training through one 
of the top providers of commercial pilots in Canada. 

The curriculum is enhanced by:

•  fully integrated ab-initio airline pilot training, where 
you will gain a foundation degree and obtain a 
‘frozen’ ATPL in approximately 60 weeks 

•  the option to complete an all inclusive ‘flexi-
package’, combining an academic qualification, 
an fATPL and a type rating endorsement within 
20 months

•  the opportunity to develop an in-depth knowledge 
of the international aviation industry in the areas of 
airline management, leadership, and operations 

•  pilot training theory and practical flight training, 
delivered by Moncton Flight College at their 
facilities in Canada

•  ongoing career support and guidance from Bucks 
New University and Moncton Flight College 

•  competitive pricing options.

Career prospects

Graduates who complete this programme will join 
an alumni of highly trained pilots who have been 
exposed to flight conditions at an international 
airport, situated in a uniquely varied weather region.

Coupled with knowledge of the air transport 
industry, graduates may apply for First Officer 
positions globally and may also find employment in 
a wide range of civil aviation organisations and areas 
of operations, marketing and management.

Further information

The Moncton Flight College has over 80 years of 
flight training experience and is a member of industry 
flight simulation leader CAE’s Global Academy.

The Canadian Airline Transport Pilots License is highly 
regarded worldwide. Aviation

authorities outside of Canada may require some 
form of license conversion in order to operate aircraft 
commercially in their region; this is a common 
practice  internationally.

As with any form of flight training, substantial costs 
are involved for the completion of this course. 

For more details, email advice@bucks.ac.uk

Duration 
18 months

Mode of study 
Part-time, flexible and distributed learning

How to apply 
Visit bucks.ac.uk for details
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Ba/Ba (Hons) air transport with airline pilot training

Follow a unIque course to your destInatIon

Reflecting the changes inherent in the dynamic 
aviation industry, this programme has been 
developed in collaboration with our partner, Cabair 
College of Air Training (CCAT), one of the UK’s 
leading providers of commercial pilot instruction.  

It is unique in the UK higher education sector, in  
that it allows students to obtain both an ordinary 
degree and a frozen Airline Transport Pilot’s Licence 
(fATPL) in around 18 months of study, extending  
to approximately two calendar years for the  
BA (Hons) award.

Course content

The degree element of the qualification comprises 
the follow stages:

•  The first stage is an intensive three month period of 
study, between September and December, at Bucks 
New University. 

•  The second stage starts in January and is 
delivered by computer-based learning; this is in 
addition to integrated pilot training at CCAT.

•  If you are enrolled on the BA (Hons) route, you will 
still have the option of transferring to the ordinary BA 
route at the conclusion of stage two; similarly at this 
stage, if you are enrolled on the ordinary BA route, 
you may choose to transfer to the BA (Hons) degree.

If you choose the BA (Hons) route, you will need to 
complete a dissertation over a further 6-12 months.

Career prospects 

Graduates who achieve the Commercial Pilot’s 
Licence with Instrument Rating and MCC Certificate 
will be qualified to apply for First Officer posts with 
airlines. Graduates may also find employment 
in the air transport industry in a wide range of 
organisations, particularly those in the civil aviation 
business. Some of the larger organisations in the 
sector, such as British Airways and BAA plc, offer 
a limited number of places on management trainee 
programmes, while many others will recruit directly 
to posts in marketing and operations.

Further information

To ensure all applicants are fully informed about the 
precise nature of the programme, and to determine 
their suitability, all UK-based applicants are required 
to attend an interview/assessment day with CCAT 
at Cranfield Airport. 

The programme for the day involves a Maths and 
Physics test (equivalent to GCSE level) in the morning 
and a pilot aptitude training test in the afternoon. 
Prospective students will also need to meet the 
University’s own academic entry requirements. 

Due to the nature of this course, there are 
substantial additional costs relating to the 
commercial pilot training phases, which must be 
completed to obtain a fATPL. 

For more details, email advice@bucks.ac.uk

Duration 
18 months (BA) plus a further  
6-12 months (BA Hons)

Mode of study 
Intensive study route

How to apply 
Visit bucks.ac.uk for details
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“this degree enabled me to combine advanced flight 
training, alongside specialist degree-level teaching. 
this has proved invaluable in securing a job in airline 
operations, enabling me to gain industry experience 
before joining an airline as a First officer in the future.”

darren Palmer, graduated 2009, Freelance commercial Pilot and 
airline dispatcher, Menzies aviation, london gatwick airport

Reflecting the changes inherent in the dynamic 
aviation industry, this programme has been 
developed in collaboration with our partner, Cabair 
College of Air Training (CCAT), one of the UK’s 
leading providers of commercial pilot instruction.  

It is unique in that it allows trainee pilot students to 
obtain a recognised university degree and qualify for 
a frozen Airline Transport Pilot’s Licence (fATPL) – the 
highest level of commercial pilot’s licence – 
in just three years of full-time study. 

As well as developing specialist knowledge of 
operations, management and leadership in the air 
transport industry, you will also benefit from the 
practical skills and theoretical knowledge derived 
from pilot training.

The curriculum is enhanced by:

•  combination of academic study alongside 
professional qualifications, led by specialist staff

•  acquisition of specialist knowledge in the area of 
airline and airport operations

•  pilot training theory and practical flight training 
delivered by CCAT 

•  the opportunity (at the end of the first year and 
during the second year of the programme) to 
undertake flight training in the USA with Orlando 
Flight Training or Space Coast Aviation in Florida 

•  the chance to attain various pilots’ licences during 
the programme, including the Joint Aviation 
Authority Private Pilot’s Licence

•  the option to progress to Commercial Pilot’s 
Licence with Instrument Rating and Multi-Crew 
Cooperation Certificate, subject to aptitude and 
medical clearance 

•  input from air transport industry specialists

•  career support and guidance throughout  
the programme.

Career prospects

Graduates who achieve the Commercial Pilot’s 
Licence with Instrument Rating and MCC Certificate 
will be qualified to apply for First Officer posts 
with airlines. Successful graduates may also find 
employment in the air transport industry in a wide 
range of organisations, particularly those in the civil 
aviation business. Some of the larger organisations 
in the sector, such as British Airways and BAA plc, 
offer a limited number of places on management 
trainee programmes, while many others will recruit 
directly to posts in marketing and operations.

Further information

To ensure all applicants are fully informed about the 
precise nature of the programme, and to determine 
their suitability, all UK-based applicants are required 
to attend an interview/assessment day with CCAT 
at Cranfield Airport. 

The programme for the day involves a Maths and 
Physics test (equivalent to GCSE level) in the morning 
and a pilot aptitude training test in the afternoon. 
Prospective students will also need to meet the 
University’s own academic entry requirements. 

Due to the nature of this course, there are substantial 
additional costs relating to the commercial pilot training 
phases, which must be completed to obtain a fATPL. 

For more details, email advice@bucks.ac.uk

Duration
Three years

Mode of study
Full-time

How to apply
Visit ucas.com for details

UCAS code
N8H4

Ba (Hons) air transport with Commercial pilot training

clIMB to a hIgher level
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Ba (Hons) air transport with pilot training

resPond raPIdly to changIng condItIons

Developed with input from industry professionals, 
including Cabair College of Air Training (CCAT), this 
forward-looking programme is fully responsive to 
the ongoing changes taking place in the aviation 
sector. It’s ideal for those interested in a career in 
the airline and airport business, or in related fields, 
such as air traffic control, in which a practical 
knowledge of flying would be an advantage.

This degree allows you to qualify for a Joint Aviation 
Authorities Private Pilot’s Licence (PPL), while gaining 
specialist knowledge of operations and management 
of the air transport industry. The PPL qualification 
provides added value and, if you decide to continue 
your flying career at a later date, gives you the option 
to study towards the award of a frozen Airline Transport 
Pilot Licence (fATPL). If, during the first year of study, 
you decide to pursue a career as a commercial pilot, 
you can apply to transfer onto the BA (Hons) Air 
Transport with Commercial Pilot Training degree.

The curriculum is enhanced by:

•  combination of academic study alongside 
professional qualifications, led by specialist staff

•  acquisition of specialist knowledge in the area  
of airline and airport operations

•  pilot training theory and practical flight training 
delivered by CCAT, one of the UK’s foremost 
providers of commercial pilot training courses

•  the opportunity, at the end of your first year, to 
undertake flight training in the USA with Orlando 
Flight Training or Space Coast Aviation in Florida 

•  the option to undertake an extended period  
of seasonal employment within the air  
transport industry

•  career support and guidance throughout  
the programme

•  input from air transport industry specialists.

Career prospects

As a graduate, you’ll have an in-depth knowledge 
of the air transport industry and its relationship 
with tourism. Successful graduates may find 
employment in the tourism industry with a wide 
range of organisations, particularly those in civil 
aviation. Some of the larger organisations in the 
sector, such as British Airways and BAA plc, offer 
a limited number of places on management trainee 
programmes, while many others will recruit directly 
to posts in marketing and operations.

Further information

To ensure all applicants are fully informed about the 
precise nature of the programme, and to determine 
their suitability, all UK-based applicants are required 
to attend an interview/assessment day with CCAT 
at Cranfield Airport. 

The programme for the day involves a Maths and 
Physics test (equivalent to GCSE level) in the morning 
and a pilot aptitude training test in the afternoon. 
Prospective students will also need to meet the 
University’s own academic entry requirements. 

Due to the nature of this course, there are substantial 
additional costs. 

For more details, email advice@bucks.ac.uk

Duration
Three years

Mode of study 
Full-time

How to apply
Visit ucas.com for details

UCAS code 
H490

“I feel this is the perfect course for anyone with their 
heart set on a career as a pilot. along with getting the 
required licences to apply for that first pilot job, obtaining 
a full honours degree gave me a competitive edge over 
the many others going for the same positions.” 

Martin doran, graduated 2009
11



“the range of modules within the degree and the 
completion of an industrial placement in the second 
year at Manchester airport allowed me to stand out 
to employers.”

eleanor alcock, graduated 2010, 
guoman and thistle hotels graduate Management scheme

Ba (Hons) airline and airport Management

lIFe at the leadIng edge

This degree is at the forefront of the contemporary 
aviation business. Developed with input from 
industry professionals, it focuses on trends shaping 
the sector, and is fully responsive to ever-changing 
issues and challenges, such as regulation and 
deregulation, the ‘single European sky’ and the 
impact of low-cost carriers.

We aim to equip you with a broad knowledge 
of the concepts and principles of business 
management, as well as a practical understanding 
of how these are applied in the airline and airport 
sectors. The course is vocationally orientated, so 
ideal if you plan to pursue a career with an airline 
or airport operator.

The curriculum is enhanced by:

•  lecturers with airline, airport and ground  
handling experience

•  guest lectures by industry professionals 

•  work placement opportunities 

•  the chance to gain a Global Distribution  
System qualification 

•  field trips

•  Royal Aeronautical Society membership.

Career prospects

Our graduates are highly employable in the 
aviation and tourism industries, and are working 
in operations or marketing with airlines, airports, 
ground handlers, despatch, cargo operators, 
tour operators and supporting industries. Some 
of the larger organisations offer a limited number 
of placements on graduate management training 
programmes. Some graduates have also  
decided to further their studies by undertaking  
a master’s degree, such as our MSc Air  
Transport Management.

Duration
Three years

Mode of study
Full-time 

How to apply
Visit ucas.com for details

UCAS code 
N857
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Ba (Hons) international tourism Management with air travel

PrePare For take-oFF

This exciting, vocationally-orientated degree will 
thoroughly prepare you for roles in the global travel 
and tourism industry. Developed in collaboration 
with leading professionals, it is fully responsive to 
the ongoing changes taking place in the industry, 
and focuses on the many management and 
operational challenges facing the sector.

As well as meeting the specific requirements of 
employers, this forward-looking programme will give 
you the specific knowledge needed for a successful 
career in diverse areas of the tourism industry. If 
you have a particular interest in air travel, it also 
offers the opportunity to enhance your knowledge 
and gain the skills necessary for employment at an 
operational level in the air travel industry. 

The curriculum is enhanced by:

•  guest lectures 

•  work placement or volunteer opportunities 

•  field trips 

•  industry certification

•  a varied menu of assessments.

Career prospects

The highly employable graduates we produce 
can expect to find employment within any of the 
four major sectors of the hospitality, transport, 
tourism and the attractions industry. Opportunities 
include work with tour operators, ground 
handlers, destination management companies, 
public sector tourism planning and development 
agencies, tourism marketing agencies, developers 
and suppliers of niche tourism products, airline 
operators or airport services. In addition, you may 
choose to develop your own niche tourism venture, 
or decide to further your studies by undertaking 
our MSc in Air Transport Management.

Duration
Three years

Mode of study
Full-time 

How to apply
Visit ucas.com for details

UCAS code
N890

“tourism is a huge industry, and aviation a significant 
part of it. only by putting all the parts together are 
you able to understand the real nature of the tourism 
business. the course, delivered by people who 
have both academic knowledge and sound industry 
experience, provided not only the essential theory 
but also direction on how to survive in a competitive 
environment by becoming a strong leader.”  

katarzyna ulichnowska, graduated 2010
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Ba (Hons) international travel and tourism Management

go Further 

This exciting and varied course concentrates on 
tourism as an international activity. The organisation 
and dimensions of this dynamic and growing sector 
are examined, together with the impacts and social 
significance of the international tourism industry. 
The course also focuses on the management 
challenges facing the tourism industry today,  
and provides the skills and knowledge needed  
to work within both traditional and developing 
tourism sectors. 

Field trips are included in the programme, giving you 
the opportunity to experience tourism ‘on the ground’ 
and to apply theoretical concepts to practice. Delivery 
of the programme is varied and interactive, with 
knowledge and skills tested through a diverse range 
of assessments. The programme is forward-looking 
and is fully responsive to the ongoing changes taking 
place in the tourism industry.

The curriculum is enhanced by:

•  guest lectures

•  work placement or volunteer opportunities 

•  field trips

•  industry certification

•  a varied menu of assessments.

Career prospects

There are many areas in which our highly employable 
graduates could choose to work – with tour and 
e-tourism operators, ground handlers, destination 
management companies, public sector tourism 
planning and development agencies, tourism 
marketing agencies and developers and suppliers 
of niche tourism products. You could also become 
attraction managers, resort representatives or tour 
guides. In addition, you may choose to develop your 
own small niche tourism ventures or further your 
studies by undertaking a master’s degree.

Duration 
Three years

Mode of study 
Full-time

How to apply 
Visit ucas.com for details

UCAS code 
N808

“I thoroughly recommend studying at Bucks new 
university, particularly as a mature student. My fears 
about ‘fitting in’ were completely unfounded; the staff 
were tremendously supportive and the students treated 
me like everyone else. I’ve gained a fantastic sense of 
achievement in obtaining my degree.”

sue Bleach, graduated 2010
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Ba (Hons) Corporate Events and Conference Management

PuttIng theory Into PractIce

Led by lecturers with extensive industry and 
academic experience, this unique programme 
offers you a new way to study corporate events 
and conference management. Incorporating a 
blended approach of work-based, face-to-face 
and e-learning. You will supplement your 12 hours 
per week study with a further 12 hours on-the-
job learning in a conference or hospitality venue, 
helping you to bridge the gap between theoretical 
knowledge and practical implementation.

The programme has been developed through 
extensive consultation with industry professionals, 
focusing on trends and challenges shaping the 
sector – so you’ll gain the relevant knowledge and 
skills essential for managers of corporate events and 
conferences. You’ll also develop your personal and 
enterprise skills, such as communication, teamwork, 
problem-solving, decision-making, initiative and 
creativity, while enhancing your awareness of 
the work environment in professional, social and 
behavioural contexts.

The curriculum is enhanced by:

•  employment opportunities throughout the three 
years of the programme

•  a combination of classroom and  
on-the-job learning

•  the chance to plan and stage a corporate  
event or conference

•  field trips

•  industry accredited certifications.

Career prospects

As a graduate, your employment opportunities 
include: hotels, conference venues, wedding and 
events planners, corporate hospitality organisers, 
exhibition organisers, incentive travel organisers 
and conference organisers. 

Duration 
Three years

Mode of study 
Full-time, work-based blended learning 

How to apply 
Visit ucas.com for details

UCAS code 
N820

“choosing this course has meant that not only do I 
benefit from the extensive experience of my lecturers  
but I also gain invaluable on-the-job experience in a work 
placement that has allowed me to put my academic 
knowledge into practice.”

rachel ward, current student 
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Msc air transport Management

take your career to new heIghts 

This programme aims to provide you with  
advanced analytical and critical skills, together 
with an in-depth understanding of the current 
management and operational issues in the air 
transport industry. 

Delivered by experienced tutors, most of 
whom have recent airline industry management 
experience, it is of great value to students looking 
to broaden knowledge and skills with a view to 
enhancing career prospects. 

As well as meeting the needs of people employed 
in the airline industry, either as pilots or in 
management or operational roles, the programme 
will also appeal to those with general management 
experience and an interest in moving into the 
aviation sector. Recent graduates of related BA or 
BSc programmes would benefit in preparation for a 
career in aviation management. 

To make sure the programme is accessible 
to a wide range of students globally, and can 
accommodate the needs of those already in 
employment, delivery is available via one of two 
modes: a full-time ‘face-to-face’ mode and a  
part-time computer-based learning mode,  
known as flexible and distributed learning.

Course content

The programme comprises the following modules:

Stage one (PGCert)

•  The Aviation Business Context

•  Strategic Marketing for the Aviation Industry

•  Aviation Safety and Security

•  Forecasting and Supply Chain Management

•  Environmental Management in the Aviation Industry.

Stage two (PGDip)

•  Aviation Industry Operations

• Financial Management in the Aviation Industry

• Ancillary Revenue Management

• Disaster Management for Aviation

• Negotiated Learning Contract.

Final stage (master’s degree)

• Research Methods

• Dissertation.

On successful completion of each of the three stages 
you will receive the relevant award: PGCert; PGDip, 
and MSc, respectively.

Further information 

As a postgraduate within this dynamic area of 
study, you’ll gain substantial experience and a 
broad knowledge of the aviation industry, making 
you highly employable in the aviation and tourism 
sectors. This course is ideal if you have ambitions 
to move into a position of responsibility in aviation 
operations, marketing or management.

Duration
One or two years

Mode of study 
Full-time (one year) and part-time (two years)

How to apply 
Visit bucks.ac.uk for details
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Further InForMatIon

To find out more about Bucks New University, visit bucks.ac.uk or
contact our recruitment team:

Freephone: 0800 0565 660

International: +44 (0) 1494 605 259

Email: advice@bucks.ac.uk

You can also visit our YouTube channel: youtube.com/designmediamgt or
come to one of our open days, details of which you’ll find on our website.

Buckinghamshire New University 
Faculty of Design, Media & Management 
High Wycombe Campus 
Queen Alexandra Road 
High Wycombe 
Buckinghamshire 
HP11 2JZ

bucks.ac.uk

This publication can be made available in alternative formats if required.
This brochure was produced by Buckinghamshire New University in 2011, and is accurate at 
the time of going to press. We reserve the right to amend information without prior notice.

Designed by SMRS. smrs.co.uk

© Buckinghamshire New University 2011
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